Drug access to the central nervous system in Alzheimer's disease: preclinical and clinical insights.
Alzheimer's disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative disorder, characterized by β-amyloid plaques and hyperphosphorylated tau tangles in the brain. Alongside these pathological lesions, there have been multiple reports of physical and biochemical alterations to the blood-brain barrier (BBB) in people with AD, potentially impacting on the ability of systemically-administered drugs to reach the brain parenchyma. Though there has been much research into the identification of these BBB alterations during AD, there are very few studies that have assessed the impact of such BBB changes on the ability of therapeutic agents to traverse the BBB. Due to their increased age-associated risk of chronic disease, most people with AD are prescribed multiple concurrent medications. In people with AD, the altered nature of the BBB could impact upon the disposition and therefore pharmacological effects of a wide range of medicines. This review therefore evaluates the impact of BBB alterations in AD on CNS drug exposure, along with relevant examples of preclinical and clinical studies that address this current issue. This review highlights that the CNS exposure of drugs is likely to differ between people with AD and healthy individuals, warranting further clinical investigations and the consideration to tailor dosing regimens in people with this neurodegenerative disorder.